DevOps on AWS Case Study
Managed DevOps on AWS
About Digital Theatre
Digital Theatre, owner of ShowTix4U, has over 20 years of experience supporting arts organizations across
the United States and Canada. The leader in easy, low cost ticketing, with free customer service for you
and your patrons… 7 days a week. Trusted by thousands of companies and partners with the very best in
the arts: Music Theatre International, PlayBill, and the Educational Theatre Association.

THE CHALLENGE

THE SOLUTION

1. The ShowTix4U application reached its capacity and was unable
to scale and keep up with their users demands.

1. Cloudnexa worked with Digital Theatre’s development team to design a
scalable AWS environment and application code base. Cloudnexa converted
most processes to infrastructure as code.

2. Increasing risk due to the lack of a highly available architecture
and static server configuration. The original design of the application
was extremely static, with many inter server dependencies.
3. Application outages were common during high load times when
popular events hit the service.
4. Difficult deployment and application release processes, requiring
manual steps for developers and opened up a high level of risks.

2. Leveraging Amazon ECS and Amazon Aurora capabilities to create a
horizontally scalable infrastructure. Cloudnexa configured an ephemeral
stack with Docker as the DevOps tool of choice to assisted them with scaling
horizontally.
3. Cloudnexa implemented self-healing infrastructure utilizing Amazon ECS and
Docker Containers to assist in the auto-healing capabilities,
4. We developed a deployment pipeline utilizing AWS CodeCommit,
CodePipeline and CodeBuild to deploy new application versions on Amazon
ECS following a DevOps Continuous Integration Model

THE BENEFITS
Scalability

Continuous Integration

Self Healing

Digital Theatre is able to rapidly scale

Their deployment time has significantly
decreased, allowing for multiple production
deployments per week and reduced risks
with eliminating the manual processes.

Digital Theatre is able to rapidly
heal their environment in the event
of a failure with automated rollback
procedures.

their ShowTix4U application and keep up
with their user demands.

ABOUT CLOUDNEXA AND AWS
Cloudnexa is a born in the cloud organization dedicated to helping clients achieve their business and IT objectives utilizing AWS.
Whether you are looking to enhance business functionality in the cloud or to safeguard your data, we have you covered. We offer a
range of solutions varying from optimizing cloud computing to implementing cloud backup and migration. Explore our cloud
management services precisely constructed to drive digital progression and enhance performance for your business platform on AWS.

NEXT STEPS
To learn more about how AWS and Cloudnexa can help your business, visit www.cloudnexa.com
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